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Our SUBJECT today ……is ENTITLED….. “The Half an Hour Silence”
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Revelation 8:1 “And when he had opened the 

seventh seal, there was silence in 

heaven about the space of half an hour.”

www.clearbibleanswers.org                             by Pr. Michael Pedrin

Our KEY TEXT …………..is TAKEN from …………..REVELATION 8:1 …. 

(click)

THIS is a PROPHETIC …………..Half an HOUR.

SO HOW MUCH is it…………..in LITERAL DAYS?
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Ezekiel 4:6 “… I have appointed thee each 

day for a year.”

24 hours=360 days

1 hour=15 days

½ hour= 7.5 days or 7 days

1 day=1 year

We KNOW……… in PROPHETIC SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE…………..EACH

DAY IS a YEAR………….. (click).

In the BIBLE………….. EACH MONTH ……..has 30 

DAYS…………..because………the BIBLE MONTHS……… ARE LUNAR

months.

So a year PROPHETIC YEAR……….will have……….30 DAYS a MONTH

TIMES 12 MONTHS………  WHICH is 360 DAYS….. (click, click, click, click)
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Ezekiel 4:6 “… I have appointed thee each 

day for a year.”

24 hours=360 days

1 hour=15 days

½ hour= 7.5 days or 7 days

1 day=1 year

Rev 8:1“…about the space of half an hour”

The Bible SAYS…. (click).

ABOUT HALF an hour is……… 7 DAYS.***** 

For 7………  is a PERFECT NUMBER……… in SCRIPTURES.
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There have BEEN ……… MANY INTERPRETATIONS……… REGARDING

this ……… SOLEMN SILENCE in heaven.

We will FIRST LOOK at……… some POPULAR BELIEFS ……… 

REGARDING this VERSE……..

…….BEFORE we COME to……….a CONCLUSION.
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Rev 8:1, 2 “And when he had opened the 

seventh seal, there was silence in heaven 

about the space of half an hour. And I saw the 

seven angels which stood before God; and to 

them were given seven trumpets.”

SOME INTERPRET the SILENCE……… “in CONTRAST to” ……… WHAT is 

“GIVEN AFTER that. “

AFTER…… the SEVEN SEALS……… the SEVEN TRUMPETS………  are 

PRESENTED……… in the BIBLE……… (click).

So SOME SCHOLARS SAY……… HEAVEN WENT…… into a “SILENT

MODE”……… BEFORE ……the seven ANGELS could……… “MAKE a lot of 

NOISE“……… in the BLOWING……… of the “7 TRUMPETS. “

It WAS a “PRELUDE“………“TO the OPPOSITE“……..that WOULD SOON

TAKE PLACE……..with the ….. “BLASTS of the TRUMPETS. “
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Rev 8:1, 2 “And when he had opened the 

seventh seal, there was silence in heaven 

about the space of half an hour. And I saw the 

seven angels which stood before God; and to 

them were given seven trumpets.”

THOUGH“ it SOUNDS“………  a to be “GOOD INTERPRETATION“……… we 

“CANNOT TAKE that“………  BECAUSE……… 

……… we BELIEVE ……… the 7 TRUMPETS………  are “HISTORIC in 

NATURE“……… and NOT ……… “FUTURISTIC“………as SOME LIKE to 

BELIEVE. 



The Idealist View 

The Preterist View 

Futurist View 

Historicist view

There are …. “4 MAJOR VIEWS“………in the “CHRISTIAN

WORLD“……..REGARDING ……the “BOOK of REVELATION“….. (click)

***The “IDEALIST View“ —they “SPILITUALIZE“……the ENTIRE BOOK of 

REVELATION.

***The “PRETERIST View“ —they INTERPRET…….the CONTENTS of 

REVELATION……..as MOSTLY APPLYING to the PAST……….the FIRST

CENTURY……BEFORE the FALL of ………..JERUSALEM TEMPLE.
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The Idealist View 

The Preterist View 

Futurist View 

Historicist view

****The “FUTURIST View“ —they INTERPRET…….the PROPHECIES of 

REVELATION as……..MOSTLY APPLYING to……..the FUTURE……….the 

LAST DAYS……JUST before JESUS COMES.

****The “HISTORICIST View“—is APPLYING…….the CONTENTS of 

REVELATION………in the HISTORICAL SETTING…….from the FIRST

CENTURY……TILL the LAST CENTURY…..when CHRIST RETURNS.
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The Idealist View 

The Preterist View 

Futurist View 

Historicist view

The “HISTORICIST VIEW“……..is the VIEW……. “BELIEVED by OUR

CHURCH PIONEERS“……….. and the SPIRIT of PROPHECY……

…….AND is THE ……. “OFFICIAL VIEW“ of the……ADVENTIST CHURCH.

It SEEMS to be…….. “MOST LOGICAL TOO“ because………it 

COVERS……the entire HISTORY……of the CHRISTIAN ERA…….an NOT

JUST ONE GENERATION.
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Proverbs 1:28 “Then shall they call upon me, but I 

will not answer; they shall seek me early, 

but they shall not find me”

“SOME OTHERS BELIEVE“ that……..the HALF hour 

SILENCE……….AS…….the “CLOSE of PROBATION“.

They SAY…….. “GOD is NOT ANSWERING“ ……..the PRAYERS of the 

PEOPLE……BECAUSE the PROBATION is CLOSED………. “THEREFORE

GOD is SILENT. “

The book of “PROVERBS SAYS“………(click).

“SINCE ALL HEAVEN is INVOLVED“…..in the “SALVATION of MAN“….and 

NOW ……that PROBATION has CLOSED…..there is TOTAL …….SILENCE

in HEAVEN.
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Re 6:16, 8:1 “….hide us from the face of him 

that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath 

of the Lamb: ……And when he had opened 

the seventh seal, there was silence in heaven

about the space of half an hour.”

BUT……..We “CANNOT TAKE“ ……… THIS INTERPRETATION ……… 

BECAUSE…… “PROBATION CLOSES“………  “BEFORE the PLAGUES

FALL“.

And the ……”HALF HOUR SILENCE”………is “AFTER THE PLAGUES”

This HALF an hour SILENCE………is “PART of the 7TH SEAL. “

“AT the END“……… of the “SIXTH SEAL“…..the“ COMING of CHRIST“ 

…………is ALREADY PRESENTED. …… (click)

“SO this CAN’T“…….. be the SILENCE….in REGARD to the…………. 

“CLOSE of PROBATION. “
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NOW………  let us SEE what COULD be……… the “REAL REASON“……… 

for the SILENCE in HEAVEN.
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Revelation 4:8 “…and they rest not day 

and night, saying, Holy, holy, holy, Lord 

God Almighty, which was, and is, and is to come.”

In the BIBLE we SEE……..There is a………… “LOT of ACTIVITY“…..in 

HEAVEN.

“The ANGELS “………..are “PRAISING GOD“………….ALL the TIME…… 

(click).
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Mat 25:31 “When the Son of man shall come

in his glory, and all the holy angels with him, 

then shall he sit upon the throne of his glory”

BUT ………“ these ANGELS“…..are GOING to LEAVE HEAVEN……… and 

“ACCOMPANY the LORD“ ……… .DURING the 2ND COMING of Christ.

Jesus HIMSELF SAID………. (click)

So…….. “HEAVEN will be EMPTY“, ……..and also “TOTALLY SILENT

“………..DURING this TIME…….. “when CHRIST COMES. “
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Revelation 6:14-17 “And the heaven departed

as a scroll when it is rolled together; and 

every mountain and island were moved out of 

their places. And the kings of the earth, and 

the great men, and the rich men, and the 

chief captains, and the mighty men, and every 

bondman, and every free man, hid themselves

in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains; 

“BEFORE the SILENCE“………. “Of the 7TH SEAL“ ………. we “SEE “…….

,,,,,,,,”at the END“ ………. of the“ 6th SEAL“…..the“ BIBLE PRESENTS“………. 

the “2nd COMING of CHRIST. “

And the WICKED……..are “RUNNING for SHELTER“…..from HIS GLORY….. 

(click)
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“And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall 

on us, and hide us from the face of him that 

sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of 

the Lamb: For the great day of his wrath is 

come; and who shall be able to stand?”

……………

2) AS the…. “ WICKED are RUNNING“ ………..from the FACE of GOD…….

…..…the “QUESTION is ASKED“……...WHO shall be ABLE ……to STAND?

The “NEXT CHAPTER“………. “GIVES us the ANSWER“……….as “to WHO

shall be ABLE to STAND“………….the DAY of GOD’S ANGER.
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Revelation 7:3 “….And I heard the number 

of them which were sealed: and there were 

sealed an hundred and forty and four 

thousand”

THEY are the ONES………. who have“ NOT RECEIVED“ ………. the “MARK

of the BEAST“………

…. .but have “RECEIVED“ ………. the “SEAL of GOD“………. (click).
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SO AT the ……. “END of the 6th SEAL“……. We HAVE ………. The “2nd

COMING of Jesus PRESENTED“….. With the“ 2 GROUPS of PEOPLE“….. 

On EARTH.

“ONE GROUP“…….will be “DESTROYED“………. And the OTHER 

GROUP………will be “TRANSLATED to HEAVEN. “

REMEMBER……..“The 2ND COMING takes place“…….. “at the END“ of 

the…….. “6th SEAL“.

BUT………..The “HALF HOUR SILENCE“…..is in the ……”7th SEAL”.

SO the HALF hour SILENCE…..”CANNOT be the TIME“….WHEN CHRIST 

and the ANGELS………. “DESCEND from HEAVEN“………..it “SHOULD be a 

PERIOD“…. “IMMEDIATELY AFTER that. “
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“The PROPHETIC“…….. “HALF an HALF“ ………we have SEEN……..is 

“LITERAL 7 DAYS“.

The PERIOD of 7 DAYS…..is a “PATTERN“………“CONSTANTLY

SEEN“…….. in SCRIPTURE. 

There was a…….. 7 DAY PERIOD………….in the BEGINNING……….at the 

CREATION WEEK.
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There was a………… 7 DAY of WAITING PERIOD…………in the 

ARK…..BEFORE the ………FLOOD WATERS CAME.

There was a ………7 DAY WAITING PERIOD…………for 

MOSES……..BEFORE God CALLED UP……..to MOUNT SINAI.

Thee was A 7 DAY of ……….MOVING AROUND……JERICHO

WALLS…..BEFORE it CAME …………TUMBLING DOWN. 
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FINALLY….THERE is AGAIN…..a 7 DAYS of SILENCE …….at the END of 

TIME.



These 7 days…….are “also REFLECTED”……….in the 

“SHADOWS”………OF THE FEASTS……

..GIVEN TO THE……..CHILDREN OF ISREAL.

GOD GAVE ………….the CHILDREN of ISRAEL………“MANY FEAST

DAYS“………which HAD……

……. “.GREAT SIGNIFICANCE“………to THE GOSPEL.
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PASSOVER FEAST …..TYPIFIED……..the DEATH of JESUS.****

The FIRST FRUITS FEASTS………SYMBOLIZED= the RESURRECTION of 

Jesus.*****

The FEAST of PENTECOST……..WHERE the HOLY SPRIT……..came 

DOWN on CHRISTIAN CHURCH……..MARKED the BEGINNING ………of 

JESUS’ MINISTRY as HIGH PRIEST…… in the HOLY PLACE…….of the 

HEAVENLY SANCTUARY.

The DAY of ATONEMENT…….FORESHADOWED……….the WORK of 

JESUS as JUDGE……in the MOST HOLY PLACE.

And …….we ARE LIVING……in the ANTITYPICAL DAY…….of 

ATONEMENT…..NOW.
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Leviticus 23:34 “Speak unto the children of 

Israel, saying, The fifteenth day of this 

seventh month shall be the feast of 

tabernacles for seven days unto the LORD.”

THERE is……..”ONE FEAST”—THE Feast of TABERNACLES-------which 

WILL be “FULFILLED“….at the “2ND COMING of Jesus“.

And NOTICE ……that this FEAST……… is a 7 DAY FEAST…… (click)
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John 14:2, 3 “In my Father's house are many 

mansions: if it were not so, I would have told 

you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I 

go and prepare a place for you, I will come 

again, and receive you unto myself; that 

where I am, there ye may be also.”

The LORD JESUS…… “is COMING“………...to TAKE us ………to His 

FATHER’S HOUSE…..

…….So that we can…….. “TABERNACLE OR DWELL“ …..with GOD

FOREVER!

He SAID…...... (click)
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AS the FEAST of TABERNACLES…… “is 7 DAYS“………“SO ALSO“………it 

WILL take………“7 DAYS for US“….....

……….. “From LEAVING EARTH“…. “.to ENTERING HEAVEN. “

The FIRST DAY ………….will be “REALLY SPECIAL“….. “RECEIVING

IMMORTALITY“ ………..and “SEEING our CREATOR and REDEEMER“.

AND ………. “AFTER that the JOURNEY………. “of 7 DAYS“….. “on the 8TH

DAY“…………...it will be ….. “REALLY SPECIAL AGAIN“……….

……... “to ENTER the CITY of GOD“….. “our ETERNAL HOME“….to be 

REWARDED THERE.
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Leviticus 23:35, 36 “On the first day shall be an 

holy convocation…. Seven days ye shall offer 

an offering made by fire unto the LORD: on the 

eighth day shall be an holy convocation unto 

you”.

IN the FEAST……that GOD GAVE……the CHILDREN of ISRAEL also…

…….. The “1ST and the 8TH DAY“….of the FEAST of TABERNACLES….were 

“SPECIAL“….. (click)
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Revelation 21:3 “And I heard a great voice out of 

heaven saying, Behold, the tabernacle of 

God is with men, and he will dwell with 

them, and they shall be his people, and God 

himself shall be with them, and be their God.”

The “BOOK of REVELATION“…….USES the “SAME WORD“………of the 

“FEAST of TABERNACLES“……..to “DESCRIBE“ …….

….…. “OUR ENTRANCE“……… and “OUR UNION“……..with GOD……..IN

HEAVEN……… (click).

YES,…….the “FEAST of TABERNACLES“…….is “NOT FAR AWAY“……in it’s 

“FULFILLMENT. “
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“And I saw a flaming cloud come where Jesus 

stood. Then Jesus . . . took His place on the 

cloud which carried Him to the East, where it 

first appeared to the saints on earth--a small 

black cloud which was the sign of the Son of 

man. While the cloud was passing from the 

Holiest to the East, which took a number of 

days, the synagogue of Satan worshipped at 

the saints' feet.”  {Mar 287.8} 

The “PEN of INSPIRATION“…… TELLS us………as to the “NUMBER of 

DAYS“……..JESUS would TAKE………for HIS ……“ONWARD and RETURN

JOURNEY“………..AT the 2ND COMING.

She WRITES…………..(click).

So it WOULD TAKE……….”a NUMBER of days”……..for JESUS to COME

……from HEAVEN to EARTH.

HE is ………. “NOT in a HURRY“.

THIS is a ……. “TRIUMPHAL ENTRY“………..to “PLANET EARTH’S

ATMOSPHERE“……….as a CONQUEROR.
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“We all entered the cloud together, and were 

seven days ascending to the sea of glass, when 

Jesus brought the crowns, and with His own 

right hand placed them on our heads. He 

gave us harps of gold and palms of victory”. 

{EW 16.2} 

And ……. “HOW MANY DAYS“………WOULD we TAKE………“to ASCEND“

with JESUS…….from EARTH to HEAVEN?

LET’S READ…….. “ANOTHER QUOTE“……..from the PEN of 

INSPIRATION…….(click).

For 7 DAYS……..we shall ASCEND…….to REACH HEAVEN.

DURING this 7 DAYS……TO HEAVEN………we will “ENCOUNTER ONE 

SABBATH“……..with the LORD OF THE SABBATH……. “BEFORE 

ENTERING HEAVEN! “

SO…….ALL who WOULD…… “EVER ENTER HEAVEN“……….would 

HAVE…. “ at LEAST KEPT“…….. “1 SABBATH…“……on the WAY to 

HEAVEN!
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NOW we will LOOK at…………“WHO will COME “……“ALONG with 

JESUS“………at the 2nd COMING.

In the “6TH PLAGUE“…….the BIBLE talks ABOUT ………the 2ND COMING of 

JESUS. 

A“ PECULIAR PHRASE“…………. is USED there---”the KINGS of the EAST”.
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Rev 16:12 “…. the way of the kings of the 

east might be prepared.”

JOHN WROTE…….(click)_

KINGS….. is in “PLURAL. “

MORE than ONE KING……is COMING.

THEY are COMING ……from the EAST.

During the “FALL of “…….. “LITERAL BABYLON“…….. “2 KINGS 

CAME“…….FROM THE EAST---“CYRUS AND DARIU“S.

AGAIN…….. “2 KINGS ARE COMING AGAIN”……..DURING THE 

FALL……..OF “SPIRITUAL BABYLON. “……AND THE WORLD..
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Mat 24:27 “For as the lightning cometh out 

of the east, and shineth even unto the west; so 

shall also the coming of the Son of man
be.”

In “MATTHEW JESUS SAID“………His COMING will be ……..FROM the 

DIRECTION………. of the “EASTERN SKY“….. (click).

“The SON“ ……….is “ALWAYS the FOCUS“….….DURING the 2nd

COMING….BECAUSE……….. HE is the ONE……..who “DIED for US. “

“HE is COMING“ ………..for “HIS BRIDE. “

BUT……… “TIME and AGAIN“……….the “BIBLE REMINDS us“…………that 

the “FATHER is COMING “………….as WELL……..ALONG with HIS SON.
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Revelation 6:16, 17 “And said to the mountains and 

rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of 

him that sitteth on the throne, and from 

the wrath of the Lamb.”

“IN the 6TH SEAL“, ……….we SEE……. THERE is an….. “INDICATION

that“………..the “FATHER“…… is ACCOMPANYING His SON.

The WICKED…….. are “RUNNING AWAY“…..from “TWO PERSONS“….who 

are COMING…….in the CLOUDS………(click).

The ONE that SITTETH………………… on the THRONE….IS the 

FATHER…..the LAMB… IS the SON.
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Luke 9:26 “For whosoever shall be ashamed of me 

and of my words, of him shall the Son of man be 

ashamed, when he shall come in his own glory, 

and in his Father's, and of the holy 

angels.”

Mat 24:30 “….and they shall see the Son of man 

coming in the clouds of heaven with power and 

great glory.”

“In MATTHEW”……….Jesus said……..(click)

“In LUKE”……..JESUS SAID…….ABOUT…….THE GLORY OF 

THE…….”FATEHR and the ANGELS GLORY TOO”……...(click).

YES…….JESUS, AND THE FATEHR…….along with the………ANGELS ARE 

COMING.

IT WILL BE………”A TRIPLE GLORY”
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Mat 26:63, 64 “And the high priest answered and 

said unto him, I adjure thee by the living God, that 

thou tell us whether thou be the Christ, the Son of 

God. Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said:

nevertheless I say unto you, Hereafter shall ye see

the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, 

and coming in the clouds of heaven.”

2000 years AGO……….when “CAIAPHAS the HIGH PRIEST…”…...ASKED

JESUS….to SWEAR by the LIVING God…………

……….IF He was CHRIST….the SON of GOD….. LOOK at WHAT

……..JESUS REPLIED.

Jesus SAID…YES……and He SAID………He will “PRODUCE the 

PROOF”………at His 2ND COMING……. (click)

JESUS, …….will be SITTING…….. at THE RIGHT HAND…..of the 

FATHER….and will COME………..the 2nd TIME. ********

The BIBLE WRITERS……always HIGHLIGHT………..that JESUS is Coming 

BACK……..BECAUSE……

….. the Great CONTROVERSY……….is PRIMARILY BETWEEN….CHRIST

and SATAN.
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Mat 26:63, 64 “And the high priest answered and 

said unto him, I adjure thee by the living God, that 

thou tell us whether thou be the Christ, the Son of 

God. Jesus saith unto him, Thou hast said:

nevertheless I say unto you, Hereafter shall ye see

the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, 

and coming in the clouds of heaven.”

THAT is WHY…. “EVERY KNEE shall bow….EVERY TONGUE shall 

CONFESS”……..

……that “JESUS CHRIST is LORD”…TO the ….”GLORY of the 

FATHER”…..THE BIBLE SAYS.
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Exodus 23:20, 21 “Behold, I send an Angel
before thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring 

thee into the place which I have prepared. 

Beware of him, and obey his voice, provoke him

not; for he will not pardon your transgressions: 

for my name is in him.”

“On MOUNT SINAI”….the FATHER and the SON came DOWN….They LEAD

the CHILDREN of ISRAEL out of EGYPT. … 

The FATHER……. TOLD the PEOPLE……..(click)

“CHRIST was the ANGEL”……..or the “MESSENGER of the COVENANT”.

GOD’S NAME….. “is in THIS ANGEL”…..HE is DIVINE…..ONLY GOD can 

PARDON our TRANSGRESSION….
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Exodus 23:20, 21 “Behold, I send an Angel
before thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring 

thee into the place which I have prepared. 

Beware of him, and obey his voice, provoke him

not; for he will not pardon your transgressions: 

for my name is in him.”

THIS ANGEL has to be DIVINE….to PARDON our SINS.

So you SEE TWO PERSONS…..in this TEXT.

He is CALLED……..MICHAEL the ARCH ANGEL…..in the BOOK OF JUDE.
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Deuteronomy 33:2 “And he said, The LORD 

came from Sinai, and rose up from Seir unto 

them; he shined forth from mount Paran, and he 

came with ten thousands of saints: 

from his right hand went a fiery law for 

them.”

“DEUTERONOMY gives……. a “COMPLETE PICTURE”….. Of the FATHER, 

the SON…

…… and the ANGELS…PRESENT at MOUNT SINAI…..(click).

The LORD is the FATHER…..From His “RIGHT HAND”….. That is 

“THROUGH CHRIST”….who is ALWAYS at His RIGHT HAND…

…….the LAW was HANDED OVER…..the 10 THOUSAND SAINTS are…..the 

ANGELS.
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Ac 7:38 “This is he, that was in the church in 

the wilderness with the angel which spake to 

him in the mount Sina, and with our fathers: 

who received the lively oracles to give unto 

us”

TALKING ABOUT JESUS CHRIST……….”STEPHEN in the NT said”…….. 

(click)
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“The Father and the Son descended 

upon Mount Sinai, and there the precepts 

of His law were spoken in awful grandeur in the 

hearing of all Israel”.—Manuscript 3, 1885. 

{CTr 109.6} 

“Ellen WHITE”…..ALSO SAYS ……”the SAME thing”….. 

…….The FATHER and the SON….came DOWN on Mt SINAI….. (click).

She SAYS….in “ONE VOICE”….in “UNISON”….they BOTH …….SPOKE

TOGETHER…

.the 10 COMMANDMENTS.
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Ps 18:11 “He made darkness his secret place; 

his pavilion round about him were dark 

waters and thick clouds of the skies.”

ALSO …….the FATHER CAME….with his HOLY ANGELS….at 

CALVARY…WHEN His SON was “DYING.”

The NT TELLS us……there was ……”3 HOURS of DARKNESS.’

The “PSALMIST WRITES”…….about this INCIDENT…….. (click)
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“In that thick darkness God's presence was 

hidden. He makes darkness His pavilion, and 

conceals His glory from human eyes. God and 

His holy angels were beside the cross. 

The Father was with His Son. Yet His 

presence was not revealed. Had His glory flashed 

forth from the cloud, every human beholder would 

have been destroyed.” (DA, p 754)

Sister WHITE ……CONFIRMS this….(click).
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The 2ND COMING of Jesus….is a “GRANDER EVENT”…….THAN that 

OF…..” MOUNT SINAI. “

It is the………” GREATEST EVENT EVER”….in the HISTORY of MANKIND.

“And IF”…….. the “FATHER CAME “………on a “FEW

OCCASIONS…PREVIOUSLY“……….

……….. “HOW will He“ ……“EVER MISS“….the “GRADUATION EVENT of 

ALL“—THE 2nd COMING of JESUS?
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Isaiah 25:9 “Lo, this is our God; we have 

waited for him, and he will save us: this is the 

LORD; we have waited for him, we will be glad 

and rejoice in his salvation.”

AS the …. “WICKED SAY”…. HIDE US from the FACE of HIM that SITS on 

the THRONE……

….. “THAT is the FATHER”…….and FROM the WRATH of the LAMB…..that is 

the SON********

*the RIGHTEOUS”….. “will look UPON”…….. the “SAME GLORIOUS

SCENE”….. “and SAY”….. (click).
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Isaiah 25:9 “Lo, this is our God; we have 

waited for him, and he will save us: this is the 

LORD; we have waited for him, we will be glad 

and rejoice in his salvation.”

COULD it BE…. “Lo, this is OUR GOD”…..and “this is The LORD”….a 

REFERENCE to the 2 PERSONS…

……THAT we will SEE?—”PROBABLY”.

SOMETHING like ……”DAVID SAID”….in PSAML 110:1”……..”the LORD said 

to my LORD?”
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Revelation 8:1 “And when he had opened the 

seventh seal, there was silence in 

heaven about the space of half an hour.”

YES……..WHEN GOD and the ANGELS….LEAVEN HEAVEN for EARTH….

there will be ……. ”SILENCE in HEAVEN”….for ”MANY DAYS. ”

And ……”WHEN WE LEAVE”….. ”FROM EARTH to heaven”….

…..THERE will be ……”SILENCE in HEAVEN”…..for ABOUT the ……. 

”SPACE of HALF and HOUR”….or….. ” for 7 DAYS. ”

”The 7TH SEAL”…..is ABOUT the ……”ASCENSION to HEAVEN. ”....f”or 7

DAYS”.
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Revelation 14:2, 3 “And I heard a voice from 

heaven, as the voice of many waters, and as the 

voice of a great thunder: and I heard the voice of 

harpers harping with their harps: And they sung as 

it were a new song before the throne”

www.clearbibleanswers.org                             by Pr. Michael Pedrin

”HEAVEN”…… was ”FILLED with ANGELIC MUSIC ”…………. ”TILL NOW”.

”BUT AFTER” ………the ”7 DAYS of SILENCE”….. ”HUMAN VOICES” 

……….will be ”SINGING SPECIAL MELODIES”…. ”FOREVER and ever”…

……..that ”ANGELS CAN’T SING”…..for THAT is …….. ”OUR EXPERIENCE

of SALVATION”.

“JOHN the REVELATOR”…….”CAPTURED the SCENE”..... (click)
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